Examinations of tapes will not be conclusive

(Continued from page 1)

that originally made the particular recording, it is highly unlikely that the word and suffler would be exactly in phase. Blesser noted that "if these are out of sync, you can tell."

Another problem for any tape editor is that the recording environment for the editing would have to be the same as that in which the original recording was made. A sudden change in background noise would probably be detected, as would a change in the microphone used for the recording.

The advisory panel also has a problem, though, and that is the poor quality of the signals recorded on the tapes. A machine fingerprint, Blesser remarked, "is like a human fingerprint. If you smudge it and pour detergent over it, it's harder to identify." In addition to making it more difficult to find inconsistencies, the poor quality of the tapes also makes it that much more difficult to recover erased tendencies, the poor quality of the tapes also makes it that much more difficult to recover erased conversations, such as that between the Watergate tapes. However, Blesser concluded to have access to his current activities as member of the advisory panel.

NUTS & SCREWS

10 MINTUES... 10 MINTUES IN THE PENDALY BOX... JUST CAUSE I WAS IN A FIGHT... WHO DOES THAT REFEEPE THINK HE IS ?

HE CAN'T PENALIZE "HOT TRICK" HARDY FOR 20 MINUTES JUST BECAUSE I HAPPENED TO BREAK THAT DEFENSEMAN'S NOSE... NO SCREE ... HE CAN'T GET AWAY WITH THAT.

Correction Regarding UROP Booklet

In the ad for The Tech's production shop in Tuesday's issue, the UROP booklet was incorrectly listed as one of the jobs handled. The booklet is typeset by Nirmal Press, and has never been done by The Tech.

Hey Ref... You've got to be the dumbest and loudest most nearest-busted excuse for a ref in the whole league... and besides that your sister gives green stamps!
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